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Annotation. Purpose: to determine the attitudes of parents of young athletes to the educational process in youth. Objectives: to identify the expectations of the respondents in relation to the objectives, factors, key actors of the educational process. Material: parents (n = 22) pupils youth (Zaporozhye). Results: the main objectives of the educational process, parents believe their children purchasing habits for a healthy lifestyle. Just acquisition of skills necessary for socialization. Important goals are the recovery teaching loads and providing meaningful leisure activities for children. Found that the majority of parents are not supported targets educational process to achieve a higher athletic performance. As a result of the factors influencing the educational process called parents of the young athlete communication with the coach and team. Just overcoming their child difficulties encountered in training and competitions. Revealed that parents do not consider the planned educational activities effective factor in the educational process. Conclusions: from the educational process in the Youth parents expect improved health and assist in the socialization of children. Achieving these goals is associated with effective educational work of coaches, sports team influence, through their own efforts of the young athlete.
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Introduction
To day improvement of effectiveness of children-junior sport schools’ (CJSS) system is one of important governmental policy’s directions in development of out of school education. Alongside with development of physical abilities in chosen kind og sports, ensuring of pupils’ full fledged leisure, preparation of reserve of national combined teams, CUSS has one more important task – education of junior sportman’s personality, which envisages creation of conditions for perceiving of socially recognized values, formation of personality’s qualities and standards of behavior.

At the same time education of children’s and teenagers’ socially important features in CJSS is complicated by the fact that organization of educational process in these establishments of additional education has rather formal character. There is absence of definite targets and tasks of education as well as connection between educational-training process and educational work. Little attention is paid to formation of favorable educational climate in academic groups. For educational work of CJSS coaches-instructors it is characteristic to apply very narrow range of educational methods and means.

Parents of junior sportmen are important subjects of educational process in CJSS. Their expectations in respect to educational process can both coincide with ideas of coaches-instructors and contradict them. In latter case there are possible hidden or obvious conflicts between coaches and parents, facilitating child’s too early leaving of sport.

Analysis of researches and publications, devoted to problems of educational process in CJSS and children’s sport clubs [1-11; 13-17, 19], showed that their results do not answer the question about parents’ attitude to educational methods, applied to their children in process of sport trainings. At the same time, research, fulfilled by D. Shields, B. Bridmayer, N. La Voy, F. Power on large sample of American sportsmen and their parents and coaches, permitted to reveal differences between attitude of sport functioning’s subjects to ethic aspects of junior sportmen’s behavior at trainings and competitions [20]. Results of researches, fulfilled by M. Murrey, K. Body, L. Shownstead and K. Diffenbach, were determination of discordance between parents’ ideas about proper coaches’ behavior and their actual professional behavior [18]. These researches make basis for studying of problem but they are insufficient for exact characteristic of parents’ attitude to educational process at CJSS.

The listed circumstances condition urgency of researching of junior sportmen’s parents to targets, key subjects and factors of educational process in children-junior sport schools.

The research has been carried out in the frames of scientific & research work “Scientific foundation of effective forms and methods of organization of functioning of children-junior sport schools’ system” (state registration number 0112U005360), and in compliance with complex scientific project “Theoretical-methodological principles of formation of personality’s physical culture of children and youth” (state registration number 0113U001205).

Purpose, tasks of the work, material and methods

The purpose of the research: determination of junior sportmen parents’ attitude to educational process at CJSS.

The tasks of the research: determination of respondents’ expectations in respect to targets, factors and key subjects of educational process. We used the following methods of the research: empiric – questioning of CJSS pupils’ parents; theoretical – analysis of questioning results; statistical – ranging, determination of concordance coefficient of Candull. Questioning was fulfilled with sample of 22 respondents.
For determination of CJSS disciples parents’ attitude to education of their children in process of sport functioning, we carried out questioning of parents of a number of CJSS in Zaporozhye. The questioning was conducted by students of faculty of physical culture and sport management of Zaporozhye national technical university, in the course of scientific-research work at academic practice, under guidance of author of this article, in 2013-2014. Questionnaire was the tool of research in compliance with traditions of sociological researches.

The questionnaire contained questions of closed type as well as items, stipulating ranging of several judgments in compliance with respondent’s opinion. Questions in the questionnaire were distributed in two blocks. The first block combined questions, concerning social and professional data about parents. The second block integrated items, touching parents’ attitude to targets and key factors of educational process at CJSS. Processing of questioning results was carried out with the help of program Statistica 6.

Results of the research

Questioning covered 22 parents (7 men and 15 women). Among them 13.64% pointed that they were workers; 22.73% - office workers; 43.45% - entrepreneurs. 18.18% pointed “other business”. 50% of respondents practiced sports in young age. Among them 3 had junior sport degrees, 5 - had adult sport degrees, 2 – were CMS and 1 - MS. 45.45% of respondent had higher education, 54.55% - secondary education. Distribution of respondents by age was as follows: from 25 to 35 years old – 36.4% of respondents; 35-45 years old – 50%, 45-55 year old – 13.6% of respondents.

Children of 36.36% of respondents practices kinds of sports with high coordination; of 31.82% - martial arts; of 31.82% - cyclic kinds of sports (short and middle distance run). With it, children of 4.55% of respondents attended CJSS less than one years; of 40.91% - from one to two years; of 22.73% - 2-3 years; of 31.82% - 3-4 years.

In general we think that that characteristics of sample witness that respondents, selected for questioning, were typical representatives of parents’ contingent of CJSS disciples.

Generalization of answers to question “What is your opinion about prospects of your child in elite sports?” permitted to state that only 4.55% of respondents relate to their children’s prospects as professional sportsmen “undoubtedly positively”; 22.73% - “positively under certain conditions”; 72.73% - “negatively”. Such results of questioning proved thesis that great majority of parents have rather cautious attitude to the fact that their child can become a sportsman-professional. With it, parents, probably base on their own experience in sport practicing at CJSS or comprehensive school and on existing in social consciousness prejudices. The received results showed also that parents support their children’s practicing sports not for their professionalization but basing on other motives.

On the base of generalization of respondents’ answers to question “How sport practice influence on formatting of personality?” we found 9.09% of positive answers; 81.82% of “positive, but under certain conditions”; and 9.09% - of negative answers.

The obtained results were interpreted by us in the following way: in general parents support children’s trainings at CJSS, marking their high educational potential. They recognize significance of sport practices as favorable medium for formation the most important social values and main ways and means, which lead to achievement of these values. [Encyclopedia-dictionary on psychology and pedagogic, 2013. - http://psychology_pedagogy.academic.ru/20195%D0%A6%D0%95%D0%9D%D0%9E%D0%A1%D0%A2%D0%98%D0%A1%D0%9E%D0%A6%D0%98%D0%90%D0%9B%D0%AC%D0%9D%D0%AB%D0%95]. However, with it, they think that such educational medium in CJSS shall not be considered as existing a priori but depends on purposefully created pedagogic conditions.

The question “Shall coach instructor fulfill functions of pedagogue?” 95.45% of parents answered positively and 4.55% - negatively. As we see from the received answers parents of CJSS disciples think that sport pedagogues shall be responsible for cultivating of socially important values in their children(in particular values, connected with sport activity).

Understanding of purposes of educational process in CJSS by parents was reflected in ranged row, the highest items of which were:
- Acquiring of healthy life style skills (middle rank -2.0);
- Creation of conditions for socialization of junior sportsman after finishing of his sport career (middle rank – 2.18);
- Facilitating recreation of children and teenagers after academic and other loads (middle rank – 2.27);
- Creating of conditions for ensuring of substantial leisure (middle rank – 3.95).

Analyzing the received data we can see that purposes of educational process in CJSS are understood by parents as strengthening of their children’s health and as solution of different problems, connected with socially important functioning. With it, purposes of educational process, which are associated with achievement of higher sport results are not supported by parents (we should note that concordance coefficient of Candull (0.86) pointed at high degree of concordance of respondents’ opinions).

As main factors, which ensure educational process in CJSS, parents called the following:
- Individual communication of coach with disciples in training and competition functioning (middle rank – 1.77);
- Communication of children with each other (middle rank – 2.23);
- Independent overcoming of difficulties by sportsman during competitions (middle rank – 2.55);
- Independent overcoming of difficulties by sportman in training process (middle rank – 3.45).
We should note such factor as practicing of different educative measures, which took the last item with middle rank of 8.41 in this rating. With it concordance coefficient of Candull (0.92) pointed at high level of respondents’ concordance.

The received ranged row permitted to state that main factors of educational process are, in parents’ opinion, communication of children with coaches-instructors and team-mates as well as self education of junior sportman in process of overcoming of physical and psychic difficulties.

Generalization of data, received in the course of our research, permits to say the following:

- Most of parents support their children’s studying at CJSS, marking high educational potential of these schools. In other words the recognize significance of sport practices in aspect of perceiving of the most important social values by their children;
- Great majority of parents have cautious attitude to the fact that their children can become sportsmen-professionals;
- Purposes of educational process in CJSS are understood by parents as strengthening of their children’s health and formatting of personality’s values and qualities, important for successful socialization. With it, purposes of educational process, which are associated with achievement of higher sport results are neglected by parents;
- Parents of CJSS disciples think that communication with coaches-instructors and team-mates as well as self-education of junior sportman in process of overcoming of physical and psychic difficulties are key factors of educative process;
- Parents do not consider planned measures to be effective factor of educational process.

Conclusions:
Thus, parents expect health improvement and facilitating socialization of their children from educational process in CJSS. Achievement of these aims is connected with effective educational work of coach-instructor, influence of collective and own forces of junior sportman.

The promising direction of the research we consider conducting of analogous research with greater sample. Also we think that it is necessary to generalize data and reveal contradictions between opinions of coaches, parents and CJSS disciples in aspect of organization of educational process.
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